






What makes you YOU?
What are your values?
Why do you make art?
What makes your art YOURS?



Think of branding like a self
portrait
What is your style?
What makes your vibe?
How people remember you



Who are you?
Why do you make art?
Why do you share your art?
What inspires you?
How did you get to where you
are now?
What do you value?



What do you want to say?
What do you want your artwork to
accomplish?
Conveying your beliefs and values
through messaging



What makes authenticity?
Transparency
Honesty
Vulnerability
Personality

Creates a deeper sense of connection
with your supporters



How do you want people to
see you?
You get to curate and design
who you are as an artist



Not everyone is going to like
you - so stop trying to appeal
to everyone and serve your
soulmate clients instead



What makes you worth
listening to?
What makes you stand apart
from other artists?
Shine the spotlight on what
YOU do that's DIFFERENT



What is stopping you from
showing up authentically?





Definition: distinctive wording
or design used to identify a
particular brand.



Brand Kit;
Color scheme
Themes/patterns (Your distinctive art
style)
Fonts
Logo

What "vibe" do you want to curate?





Definition: the way your brand
communicates its unique value
proposition and personality
through its verbal and nonverbal
messaging.



This allows your supporters to
develop a relationship with your
brand
Your messaging creates a story
which encourages engagement



What do you care about and value?
How do you talk about your values?
What journey do you want to take
your supporters on?
What do you want to contribute to
the world?
What are the themes in your artwork?
Your life? What connects them?



Creating consistency
Across all platforms:

same "name" - easy to find
What ties it all together?
Is it obvious it's the same person?





The Vibe; clean, professional, classy, exclusive,
quality, premium, put-together, serious



The Vibe; whimsical, simple, funky, cute, witchy,
illustrative, fantasy





The Vibe; rainbow, high end, #fakeart, vibrant,
abstract, unapologetic





The Vibe; sensual, loud, feminine, big energy,
abundance, confidence



The Vibe; dark, fantasy, creepy, mysterious, wild,
witchy



The Vibe; bright, street art, skater, graffiti, funky,
playful, fun



Client avatar
The more specific, the better!
What do they want to see?
What makes them buy?
Put yourself in your buyer's
shoes



NAME, Age, Gender
Where do they spend their time?

Online?
In person?

Where do they source their information?
What are their goals and values?
What are their challenges and pain
points?
What are their objections?



As an artist, all your creative material is
automatically considered copyrighted.
You can track people using your images
using a copyright tracking platform (such
as Pixsy)
If someone uses your work without
permission, you have every right to take
legal action if necessary. 



Canva
Photoshop & Illustrator
TailorBrands


